You’ve heard of WikiLeaks – a website committed to openness. Well, openness isn’t always a good
thing. Sometimes those sphincters should be tightly closed. David Benatar exposes a website
committed to the control of leaks – WeeweeLeaks
Weeweeleaks
http://WeeweeLeaks.ps/
WeeweeLeaks
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“COULD BE AS IMPORTANT A PERSONAL HYGIENE TOOL AS SOAP” – SLIME MAGAZINE
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WeeweeLeaks is a non-proﬁt organization dedicated to bringing important news and
information about incontinence to the public. We provide an innovative, secure and
anonymous way for enuretics around the world to discuss their leaking problems. We publish
material of unique urinary signiﬁcance while keeping our sources anonymous, thus providing
a forum for the discussion of damp secrets.
WeeweeLeaks relies on its supporters in order to help people stay dry. Please keep us at the
forefront of continence and support us today. You can also read more about WeeweeLeaks, our
pissing mission and objectives.
Nappygate: 2 000 000 tales of parental woe
2011-02-10

H20-No!
2010-11-02

On Thursday 10 February 2011, WeeweeLeaks
began publishing 2 124 253 parental
testimonies of nappy failure, the largest set of
such documents ever to be released into the
public domain. Warning: So funny, you may
wet yourself reading these.

Water, water everywhere, and so not a drop
to drink. A diatribe against diuretics. Also
featuring other urological urgings.

All ﬂood releases ark-ived
2011-02-10

Dank tales of nocturnal enuresis from the
Golden Girls.

Due to recent precipitation attacks on our
infrastructure, we’ve decided to make sure
everyone can reach our content. As part of
this process Uncle Noah has archived our
ﬂood of yellowed documents, which have
been carefully uploaded two by two.

Pissants I have known
2010-08-04

Video: War on the terror of a wetter
2011-01-15
Secret United States WMV ﬁles include
previously unseen video material of that
bladder nuisance, Osama Bin-Leakin’. You
won’t see this on U(rethra)-Tube.

Ladies of the night
2010-10-10

Another fountain of information.

